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Abstract

This paper presents an automatic trajectory con-
trol of a fixed-wing aircraft. In the control,
a desired flight trajectory is first determined as
a sequence of segments of line, circle and he-
lix smoothly connected in the three-dimensional
space. A unit vector of direction command is
then obtained so that the aircraft flies smoothly
along the desired trajectory. The direction devi-
ation vector, which is orthogonal to the veloc-
ity vector, is calculated based on spherical ge-
ometry, where the algorithm has been improved
from the author’s previous papers. Next, a re-
quired acceleration vector of the aircraft is cal-
culated with Proportional, Integral and Differen-
tial (PID) control scheme. In order to achieve the
required acceleration, desired roll, pitch and yaw
rate commands are obtained, again with PID con-
trol scheme, and are put into attitude control. The
attitude controller can employ any existing con-
trol technology suitable for the aircraft to be con-
trolled.

Thus, the proposed control does not require
detailed information on aircraft dynamics and
aerodynamic coefficients. This makes the pro-
posed control relatively simple and easy to im-
plement. Numerical simulations illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of the control.

Nomenclature

{I} frame : NED (North, East, Down) inertial
frame

{B} frame : body frame fixed to the aircraft

{S} frame : stability frame
{W} frame : wind frame
{V} frame : ‘velocity frame’, obtained by rotat-

ing the wind frame about thex-axis so that the
y-axis becomes horizontal.

{Vy(−z)} plane : the plane defined by they and
(−z)-axes of{V} frame, perpendicular to the
velocity

xB, yB, zB; xS, yS, zS; xW, yW, zW; xV, yV, zV :
x, y, z axes of{B}, {S}, {W} and{V} frame,
respectively

φ, θ, ψ : Euler angles (roll, pitch, yaw)
p, q, r : roll, pitch and yaw rate
α, β : angle of attack, side-slip angle
φb : bank angle (around thex axis of{S} frame)
λ : heading angle, where the north and the east

are expressed by 0 and (π/2) [rad], respec-
tively

γ : flight-path angle (climb angle)
g⃗ : gravity vector;g denotes∥⃗g∥.
V⃗a : velocity vector of the aircraft
ζζζ : aircraft position in{I} frame
ξ⃗ : a unit vector of aircraft direction
a⃗c : required acceleration vector in{Vy(−z)}

plane
{·}c : command of a variable
{·}T : transposed vector or matrix
(· ·)T

Vy(−z) : a vector in {Vy(−z)} plane ex-
pressed by theyV and(−zV) coordinates

∆t : control interval except attitude and velocity
control

Fig. 1 shows a fixed-wing aircraft with{B}
frame.
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Fig. 1 Fixed-Wing Aircraft with{B} Frame

1 Introduction

Automatic control of flight trajectory is indis-
pensable for operating Unmanned Aerial Vehi-
cles (UAVs) and for relieving human pilots of
work loads. A number of control algorithms have
been proposed to control an aircraft automati-
cally along its desired trajectory [1]-[8]. These
algorithms require the dynamic model of the air-
craft with aerodynamic coefficients to obtain con-
trol input values such as deflections of control
surfaces.

In this paper, an algorithm of flight trajectory
control is described for a fixed-wing aircraft. The
algorithm has been improved to be more efficient
than that in the author’s previous papers [9, 10].
The control is based on a required acceleration
vector, which is perpendicular to the velocity vec-
tor of the aircraft. Some other studies [4, 6] also
introduce a required (or desired) acceleration or
force, which is defined in{I} frame and is used
to move the center of gravity (CG) of the aircraft
toward the desired direction.

Unlike this, a required acceleration⃗ac in
the proposed control is defined as a vector in
{Vy(−z)} plane, perpendicular to the velocity.a⃗c

is used to control the direction and the curvature
of the aircraft trajectory. A large direction devi-
ation leads to a⃗ac of large norm to change the
direction quickly, which is not the case in other
studies.

The control objective is to achieve the follow-
ing C1 to C3.

C1 The aircraft position is on the desired trajec-
tory.

C2 The aircraft flying direction is along the de-
sired trajectory.

C3 The aircraft trajectory has the same curvature
as the desired trajectory.

C1 to C3 are necessary to keep the aircraft flying
along the desired trajectory.

The followings are the features and advan-
tages of the proposed control compared with
those of other studies:

A1 The required acceleration vector is perpen-
dicular to the velocity. It is obtained mainly
from the direction of the actual velocity⃗Va

and its command⃗Vac. This enables to change
the velocity direction quickly when there is a
large direction deviation.

A2 In order to prevent excessive rolling move-
ment, the bank angle command is appropri-
ately determined as̸ (⃗acg) or [̸ (⃗acg) + π] ,
where ̸ (⃗·) is the angle of a vector and⃗acg is
a required acceleration including gravity can-
cellation.

A3 Feedback control is based on well-
established PID control, where the inverse
dynamics and aerodynamic coefficients of
the aircraft are not required in control design
nor in online calculation.

A4 The curvature of the flight trajectory is con-
trolled by feedforward control to keep the air-
craft close to the desired trajectory.

A5 The attitude control can employ any con-
trol algorithm, PID or more sophisticated one.
This enables to implement the proposed con-
trol without much modification in the existing
control system of the aircraft, and makes the
algorithm reliable and easy to apply.

The above A1 to A3 are hardly found in other
studies on trajectory control. The proposed con-
trol is best suitable for highly maneuverable air-
craft such as fighter planes and, by placing limits
on acceleration, angles or angular rates, it can be
applied to other types of aircraft.
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2 Control Algorithm

Fig. 2 shows the proposed control system. The
input to the system is a desired trajectoryTrc,
which is required to be smooth, i.e., the first
derivative of the trajectory is continuous without
any jumps.

Considering this, a desired trajectory is deter-
mined as a sequence of segments of line, circle
and helix, smoothly connected together. When
the desired trajectory is beyond the flight capa-
bility of the aircraft, or when sudden disturbances
break out, it is inevitable that the aircraft would
go off the desired trajectory. Even in this situa-
tion, the aircraft would eventually come back to
the desired trajectory with the proposed control,
as shown later in simulation results.

The control system is hierarchical and multi-
cascaded. The algorithm at each controller will
be described in this section.

2.1 Trajectory Controller

This controller calculates a unit direction com-
mand vector⃗ξc to satisfy C1 to C3 described in
Section 1. When the aircraft is well away from
the desired trajectory, C1 is given priority. When
the aircraft comes close to the desired trajectory,
C2 and C3 are given priority. The detailed algo-
rithm will be described step by step.

2.1.1 Direction Command Vectorξ⃗c

Fig. 3 shows an example of actual and desired tra-
jectory. At each control instance, the controller
finds out ‘reference point’ζζζref on the desired tra-
jectory, whereζζζref is the nearest point to the air-
craft in the forward section fromζζζref(−1), which
is the reference point at the previous control in-
stance. Thus,ζζζref does not move back on the de-
sired trajectory. Let⃗ξref denote the unit vector
along the desired trajectory atζζζref.

On the desired trajectory, let ‘aimed point’
and ‘FF point’, denoted byζζζaim andζζζFF, be de-
fined as the point located forward fromζζζref by the
distance ofdaim anddff , respectively, wheredaim

anddff are defined by

daim = max{taimVa, reζeζ} (1)

dff = tffVa (2)

where eζ = ∥ζζζref−ζζζ∥ (3)

Here, eζ represents the position deviation.taim

[s], reζ and tff [s] are design parameters, where
smaller values should be set when the aircraft
has high ability to maneuver and the control re-
sponse is required to be as quick as possible.
daim can be either smaller or larger thandff and
the figure shows the case ofdaim > dff . When
eζ < (taimVa/reζ) in (1), ζζζaim is taim seconds away
from ζζζref. In other situations, the distance from
ζζζref to ζζζaim is proportional toeζ.

Further, let ‘desired direction’ of the aircraft
be defined as the direction toζζζaim from the air-
craft, and let⃗ξaim denote the unit vector in this
direction. Let ‘desired curvature’ of the aircraft
be defined as the curvature of the desired trajec-
tory atζζζFF. Let ξ⃗ and⃗ξc denote the unit velocity
vector and its command.ξ⃗c is defined by

ξ⃗c = waim⃗ξaim+(1−waim)⃗ξref (4)

where waim = eζ/(teζVa), 0≤ waim ≤ 1 (5)

and whereteζ [s] is a design parameter andwaim

is limited within the range[0, 1]. The first term
in the right-hand side of (4) is the command for
C1 in Section 1, while the second term is for C2.
waim represents the weight for C1. Wheneζ ≥
teζVa, waim = 1 and C2 is not considered and, as
shown later in (10), C3 is not considered either.

By using ξ⃗c obtained by (4), the actual tra-
jectory would smoothly converge to the desired
one.

2.1.2 Direction Deviation

Fig. 4 shows a unit sphere in{V} frame. Arcs on
the sphere are segments of great circles.

Let e⃗ξ be defined as the direction deviation
vector contained in{Vy(−z)} plane. It repre-

sents the difference betweenξ⃗ and ξ⃗c. Its mag-
nitude and angle are represented, respectively, by
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the Proposed Control

Fig. 3 Example of Actual and Desired Trajectory

̸ XOC, denoted byeξ (∈ [0, π]), and ̸ YXC, de-
noted byηξ. It is expressed withyV(−zV) com-
ponents as

e⃗ξ = [eξ cosηξ eξ sinηξ]
T
Vy(−z) (6)

The algorithm to obtain⃗eξ is described below. It
is an improved one from the author’s previous pa-
pers [9, 10].

Let ξ⃗c in {V} frame be represented as
[ξcxV ξcyV ξczV ]

T
V. WhenξcyV ̸= 0 or ξczV ̸= 0,

eξ andηξ are expressed by

2sin
eξ

2
= ∥⃗ξc− ξ⃗∥ (7)

sinηξ = − ξczV√
ξ2

cyV
+ξ2

czV

(8)

where sign
{π

2
−|ηξ|

}
= sign{ξcyV} (9)

Eqn. (7) is derived by noting that the lengthXC
is equal to∥⃗ξc− ξ⃗∥, and eqn. (8) is derived by
considering the orthogonal projection ofξ⃗c onto
the YOZ plane [11], which contains they andz-
axes of{V} frame,

Fig. 4 Direction Deviation in{V} Frame

WhenξcyV = ξczV = 0, any value ofηξ is al-
lowed and, in order to minimize the attitude fluc-
tuation, it is kept unchanged from the value at the
previous control instance.

2.2 Direction and Curvature Controller

In this controller, a required acceleration vector
a⃗c is obtained to control the aircraft directionξ⃗
and its trajectory curvature.⃗ac is the sum of a
feedforward acceleration⃗aff and a feedback ac-
celeration⃗afb. These are contained in{Vy(−z)}
plane and are used for curvature control and di-
rection control, respectively.

2.2.1 Feedforward Acceleration⃗aff

Let ξ⃗ff denote a unit vector along the desired tra-
jectory atζζζff shown in Fig. 3. The rate of change
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of ξ⃗ff , denoted by
˙⃗ξff , is orthogonal to⃗ξff . Let

˙⃗ξffV denote the orthogonal projection of
˙⃗ξff onto

{Vy(−z)} plane. Notice that
˙⃗ξff is contained in

{Vy(−z)} plane when⃗ξff = ξ⃗.
Wheneζ or eξ is large, C3 in Section 1 is not

given priority and∥⃗aff∥ should be small. Consid-
ering this,⃗aff is given by

a⃗ff =Va(1−waim)max{0, coseξ}
˙⃗ξffV (10)

2.2.2 Feedback Accelerationa⃗fb

a⃗fb is obtained as the manipulated variable of PID
control by the following equation:

a⃗fb =Va(KaP· e⃗ξ +KaI · S⃗eξ +KaD · ˙⃗eξ) (11)

In the above,KaP, KaI andKaD are PID control
gains.S⃗eξ is the sum of the time series (integral)

of e⃗ξ, while ˙⃗eξ is the derivative of⃗eξ.

Next, the procedure to updateS⃗eξ will be de-
scribed. Let∆t denote the control interval and
∆λ and∆γ denote the changes ofλ andγ in the
time length of∆t. Fig. 5 shows a unit sphere with
thexV-axis. Point X(−1) is the Point X at∆t time
before. When∆λ,γ ̸= 0, {Vy(−z)} plane not only
moves but also rotates about thexV-axis on the
sphere in Fig. 5. When∆λ and∆γ are both small,
this rotation angle is approximated by∆η in the
figure, and the length of the arĉPX in the figure
is expressed by

P̂X = SX∆λ ≃ RX∆η (12)

where RX =
OX
tanγ

=
OX ·cosγ

sinγ
(13)

OX = 1, SX= cosγ (14)

The above equations lead to the following expres-
sion.

∆η ≃
{

−∆λ ·sinγ (|γ|< |γ−∆γ|)
−∆λ ·sin(γ−∆γ) (otherwise)

(15)

Let S⃗eξ(−1) denote⃗Seξ at ∆t time before. Its
update should be done by using a coordinate ro-
tation matrixRV(∆η) as

S⃗eξ = e⃗ξ ·∆t +RV(∆η)⃗Seξ(−1) (16)

where RV(∆η) =
[

cos∆η −sin∆η
sin∆η cos∆η

]
(17)

Fig. 5 Rotation Angle during∆t

2.3 Acceleration Controller

2.3.1 Bank Angleφb and Its Commandφbc

φb about thexS-axis represents the lift direction.
φb can be approximated by the roll angleφ when
|α| and|θ| are both small. In other situations,φb

is accurately obtained from an equation ofφb, φ,
θ andα. The equation can be derived by using
frame transformation matrices [12]. Its details
are omitted here.

Next, the procedure to obtain the bank angle
commandφbc will be described. In the proposed
control, the side-slip angleβ should be controlled
to zero in the attitude controller. Hence,|β| can
be considered to be small. In this situation,{W}
frame and{Vy(−z)} plane are roughly identical to
{S} frame and itsyz-plane, respectively.

Let g⃗V denote the orthogonal projection of
the gravity acceleration vector⃗g onto {Vy(−z)}
plane. Let⃗acg represent the required acceleration
including gravity cancellation, given by

a⃗cg = a⃗c− g⃗V (18)

where g⃗V = [0 −gcosγ]TVy(−z) (19)

Let ̸ (−zV)(⃗acg) denote the angle of⃗acg from the
(−zV)-axis, and leteaφ(∈ [−π,π]) denote the an-
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Fig. 6 Bank Angleφb and Its Commandφbc

gle [̸ (−zV)(⃗acg)−φb]. Fig. 6 showsφb, its com-
mandφbc and related angles in theyz-plane of
{S}, {V} and{W} frames.

A main aerodynamic force vector contained
in this plane is a lift, which is required to be
in the direction of⃗acg. Thus,φbc is required to
be ̸ (−zV)(⃗acg) or [̸ (−zV)(⃗acg)+π] [rad], depend-
ing on the value ofeaφ and∥⃗acg∥. When|eaφ| is
larger than(π− φf) [rad] and∥⃗acg∥ is less than
af, as shown in Fig. 6,φbc is set at[̸ (−zV)(⃗acg)+
π] [rad] to prevent excessive rolling movement.
Here,φf andaf are design parameters. Thus,φbc

is given by

φbc =


̸ (−zV)(⃗acg)+π [rad]
(|eaφ|> π−φf & ∥⃗acg∥< af)

̸ (−zV)(⃗acg) [rad] (otherwise)
(20)

2.3.2 Angular Rate Commands pc and qc

The roll rate commandpc is used as the manipu-
lated variable to control the bank angleφb to φbc.
It is given by

pc = KpP· (φbc−φb) (21)

KpP is a control gain. When(φbc− φb) goes be-
yond the range[−π, π], 2π or −2π is added to
it to keep its value within the range.

Regarding the pitch rate commandqc, let acL

denote the(−zW) component of⃗ac. It is given by

acL = ∥⃗ac∥cos(φb− ̸ (−zV)(⃗ac)) (22)

On the other hand, if we regardqc as the pitch
rate required to generateacL, acL is expressed by

acL =Va · (qc− α̇) (23)

when|β| is small. From (22) and (23),qc is ob-
tained. In calculatingqc, it may be better to omit
α̇ in (23) if the control tends to deteriorate to be
oscillatory.

2.3.3 Limits ofα and G-force azB

These values should be limited within appropri-
ate ranges:[αmax, αmin] and[azBmax, azBmin], re-
spectively, whereazB denotes thezB-axis compo-
nent of the aircraft acceleration. These ranges are
determined by considering the safety for humans
and for the aircraft, and the limits of flight capa-
bility. α andazB are limited within the appropri-
ate range by limitingqc.

First, how to limit α roughly underαmax is
described. Letqcmaxα be the manipulated vari-
able to controlα to αmax when(αmax−α)≤ ∆α,
where ∆α is a small positive constant. When
(αmax−α)≤ ∆α, qcmaxα is updated as

qcmaxα = qc(−1)−KαP · α̇ ·∆t

+KαI · (αmax−α) ·∆t (24)

qc(−1) is the value ofqc at the previous control
instance.KαP andKαI are PI control gains. When
(αmax−α)> ∆α, qcmaxα is not calculated.

Next, when|β| is small,azB is expressed by

azB = gcosθ ·cosφ+Va · (q− α̇)cosα (25)

The value ofqcmaxz to limit azB roughly under
azBmax is obtained from (25) by replacingazB and
q with azBmax andqcmaxz, respectively, wherėα
can be omitted. The upper limit ofqc is set at
min{qcmaxα, qcmaxz}. The lower limit of qc is
obtained similarly.

2.4 Attitude and Velocity Controller

For the control ofp, q, r andVa, any suitable
control law such as PID control can be applied.
Typical manipulated variables for these are com-
mands to ailerons, elevator, rudder and engine
thrust, respectively, for a conventional fixed-wing
aircraft.
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3 Numerical Simulation

The algorithm described so far has been tested to
control an F-16 fighter plane through computer
simulations. The simulation software was devel-
oped under MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.
The nonlinear six DOF (degree of freedom) dy-
namic model and aerodynamic coefficients writ-
ten in [12] were used in the simulations. The atti-
tude controller forp, q andr were configured as
described in [12]. In the controller, ailerons, el-
evator and rudder are manipulated variables for
each. ARI (ailerons-rudder interconnect), and
roll and yaw dumpers are employed. The side-
slip angleβ is controlled to zero with the rudder.

In all the simulations, design parameters and
control gains in all the controllers were kept un-
changed, given by

∆t = 0.1 s, taim = 4.0 s, reζ = 3.0
tff = 1.0 s, teζ = 1.0 s
KaP= 0.5, KaI = 0, KaD = 0.25
φf = 45 deg, af = 9.0 m/s2

KpP= 2.0, KαP = 3.0, KαI = 3.0,
∆α = 10 deg,


(26)

The ranges forα andazB were set, respectively,
as[−5◦, 20◦] and [-1 G, 9 G], where ‘G’ stands
for gravity.

Three typical simulation cases and their re-
sults will be shown. The desired trajectory for
each case is shown below:

Case 1: Barrel roll (helix about a horizontal
axis) –
level flight heading 45 deg from the north for
122 m→ two rotations of barrel roll of 244
m radius and with the helix angle of 45 deg
→ level flight heading 45 deg from the north
(Fig. 7).

Case 2: Barrel roll of 152 m radius, same as
Case 1 except the radius (Fig. 11).

Case 3: Upward two-quadrant turn and level
flight with wind disturbance –
level flight heading north (0 deg) for 122 m→
a north-upward quadrant of 518 m radius→
vertical upward for 244 m→ an upward-east
quadrant of 518 m radius→ (about 16 s from

the start) level flight heading east (90 deg) for
122 m; 20 s from the start, step-wise wind dis-
turbance of 30 m/s from the north (Fig. 14).

The desired trajectories above are all smooth.
From here, letx, y andzdenote the position coor-
dinates of north, west, up directions, respectively,
in {I} frame. The total simulation time is 40 s for
Case 1, and 30 s for Case 2 and 3.

Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 show the result of Case 1.
Fig. 7 shows the flight trajectory; Fig. 8 shows
the behaviors of position(x, y, z), velocityVa and
yaw angleψ. Fig. 9 shows the behaviors of angle
of attackα, side-slip angleβ, pitch rateq and G-
forceazB . Fig. 10 shows the behavior of control
inputs: deflections of the ailerons, elevator, rud-
der (δa, δe, δr) and engine thrust commandThc

[%].
In Fig. 8, the position deviation is hardly rec-

ognizable and the aircraft flies well along the de-
sired trajectory. The velocityVa drops during up-
ward flight due to the upper limit ofThc, and in-
creases during downward flight.

On the other hand in Fig. 9,α increases close
to its upper limit of 20 deg, when the aircraft goes
up from the bottom of the barrel.β is kept close
to zero. The control inputs in Fig. 10 shows rea-
sonable behaviors.

Next, Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show the result of
Case 2, similar to Figs. 7, 8 and 9. In Case 2,
the curvature of the desired trajectory is beyond
the flight capability. As seen from Fig. 11 to
Fig. 12, the position deviation tends to be large
during barrel rolls, then decreases close to zero
after that. This means that even after the air-
craft has gone away from the desired trajectory, it
can smoothly come back to the desired trajectory
when the desired curvature is within the flight ca-
pability. As seen from Fig. 13,α is roughly equal
to its upper limit of 20 degrees during barrel rolls,
which shows thatα limitations work effectively.

And next, Figs. 14 and 15 show the result of
Case 3, similar to Figs. 7 and 8. As seen from
Figs. 14 and 15, the flight trajectory is well close
to the desired one, just like Case 1.Va decreases
when the aircraft flies up, and increases to the
commandVac when it flies level. Between 13
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Fig. 7 Case 1: Aircraft Trajectory (first 20 seconds)

Fig. 8 Case 1: Position, Velocity and Yaw

and 20 seconds from the atart, the yaw angleψ
in Fig. 15 is almost 90 degrees (eastward), the
same as the heading angleλ.

After 20 seconds from the start, a step-wise
wind disturbance is added, but it hardly disturbs
the flight. The yaw angle settles to 78 degrees
without changingλ, that is, the aircraft brings its
head 12 degrees to the windward to keep its flight
direction unchanged.

Thus, as seen from these simulation results,
the proposed control works well with various de-
sired trajectories and with wind disturbance. It
can bring the aircraft smoothly back to the de-
sired trajectory after the aircraft has flown away
from it.

Fig. 9 Case 1:α, β, q and G-forceazB

Fig. 10 Case 1: Control Inputs

Fig. 11 Case 2: Aircraft Trajectory (30 seconds)
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Fig. 12 Case 2: Position, Velocity and Yaw

Fig. 13 Case 2:α, β, q and G-forceazB

Fig. 14 Case 3: Aircraft Trajectory (30 seconds)

Fig. 15 Case 3: Position, Velocity and Yaw

4 Conclusion

An automatic control of flight trajectory has been
presented for fixed-wing aircraft. The proposed
control has several features and advantages com-
pared with other studies. The simulation results
confirmed the effectiveness of the control.

In the proposed control, it is assumed that
measurement values of aircraft position, velocity,
direction, attitude and such that can be obtained
accurately without time delay, which would be
difficult in reality. In actual control, it would be
necessary to cope with noises or time delays in
measurements. The study on this problem re-
mains for future work.
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